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First off to Evan; Jennifer and any others involved in this revised draft survey, I have noticed movement
towards better reflecting Highlands espoused values in a number of areas. Thank you for your efforts.
My motivation for adding further commentary here is that I truly desire that this survey give Highlanders
an opportunity to consider in an unbiased way the options available in the South Highlands. I consider it
to be part of our role as a Task Force Members to assist in whatever way we can to achieve this goal. If
we get that job right, working with the resulting data will be a breeze. If we err here, we will run into
questions on the validity of the data and multiple passes at crunching the data differently etc. I also feel
an obligation to contribute in a way that makes the best use of our limited meeting time. Finally, I
believe we will come to the best outcome in collaboration through discussion and debate, and this is my
effort to kick that off.
At this point, I could vote in favour of 80% of the Early Directions but there are 3 important areas
requiring further work to elicit my support. I would favour investing time prior to voting to enable
committee members to discuss these points amongst themselves to see if a consensus would emerge. If
so, I believe advancing to consensus on the whole survey would be relatively straightforward.

1. Hannington Road – Early Direction 10 – Page 15/18
I apologize for completely missing this when Rick initially highlighted his concerns with
Hannington. I support the question as presented, however I would like to add another
question that goes even further. For a number of years the Highlands has been dealing
with an increasing problem of the public short-cutting (to Brentwood, Sidney, the ferries
and airport) through the Highlands in ways and numbers for which our roads are not
designed. Currently, Bear Mountain Parkway spills into Millstream close enough to the
highway that it disincentivizes shortcutting. However, opening Hannington will change
that calculus for the occupants in the large condominiums, resort and 2 hotels, where
Hannington meets the highest density part of the development.
Therefore I suggest adding a 2nd statement to the one currently there. The
2nd statement I would suggest is:

Hannington Road should NOT be connected as a through road to Langford,
except for emergency vehicles.

2. Survey Respondents – “Tell us who we are hearing from” Page 17 & 18 /18
As I understand it the Project Team proposes to make this survey available to anyone.
But the people who will have to live with and pay for the results are Highlanders. For
elections, “Highlanders” are defined as Land owners and Residents and I see no reason
to deviate from this for the purposes of defining the future of the community. After all
this is a LOCAL area plan. I also do not see merit in segregating South from North, East
or West Highlanders. This project has cost the community an enormous amount of tax
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revenue and I therefore believe it even more appropriate that the criteria of Land
Owners and Residents be followed.
If it is helpful, I will move a motion that:

the Survey be made available exclusively to Highlands Residents and Land
Owners.
… and I would request that this motion, if seconded, be put to a vote prior to the end of
the meeting.

3. Gateway Options 1 & 2 – Early Direction #6 – Pages 7 – 12 / 18
This is one of the areas where I recognize considerable work to date to reflect previous
input. However I remain concerned that the language and approach of describing the
options still includes a pro development paradigm that precludes the reader from being
presented with the two options in an unbiased way. For instance, the rationale for
Option 1 is not fully or fairly presented and the benefit associated with option 1 is
negated both within it (“in principle”) as well as in the description of the challenges for
option 1 and yet again under the benefits described for option 2.
In addition, there are inaccuracies in how these are described, for instance it is not the
intent of Option 1 to prevent a property with GB2 from putting up a residence. Also,
there is the implication that a landowner who proceeds with a development that the
whole community opposed, should be rewarded by being encouraged to ‘up zone’, as if
it might otherwise be ‘hard done by’ after extracting tens of millions of dollars of rock
from the ground. In this way, it assumes landowners motivated more by the chance to
earn a buck than by the chance to showcase itself as an environmental leader on the
national scale.
I have attached a rewording of the description of Option 1, as well as suggested ‘edits’
to Option 2 and the voting segments for consideration. I do not presume to have
captured the optimum balance in how to present these two options and therefore
welcome further suggestions and ‘word smithing’ of alternative descriptions.
I would therefore ask if these matters could be discussed in the “other” portion of Item 3, prior to
voting.
Thank you one and all,
Scott
PS: In keeping with protocol, this will confirm I am comfortable with this email and attachment being
placed on the public record.

Attachment:
Proposed rewording suggestions for Survey Gateway Options 1 & 2
Gateway – Option 1:
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Early Direction #6 (Option 1) for this area seeks to restrict further commercial or industrial use of these lands while
incentivizing the rewilding of these contaminated sites as their current uses are fulfilled.
Rewilding permits the land to re-establish a forest eco-system together with the natural services it will provide.
This land use is generating further scrutiny as the UN called on Governments to “restore at least 1 bn hectares (2.5
bn acres) of land by 2030” in a January 2021 report.
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jun/03/rewild-on-massive-scale-to-heal-nature-and-climatesays-un-decade-on-ecosystem-restoration-aoe
By proceeding with this option, The Highlands would once again be taking a leadership role in the CRD by making
choices influenced more by the earth we want to leave our children than the short term profits at stake.
The detailed policies of this option mean that it is unlikely that landowners would have new commercial or
industrial development approved on properties currently zoned Greenbelt 2 (e.g. OKI; Millstream Meadows; and a
portion of GFL). It would not however affect the Millstream Industrial Park or the portion of GFL already zoned
Industrial.
A challenge of this approach is that since it is new to land use planning in the Highlands, it will likely require new
land use policies, and bylaws as well new financial incentives to motivate the landowner.
A benefit of this approach is that it would be responsive to the urgent need for action on climate change, serve as
a demonstration project, while avoiding any future need to access the groundwater under these contaminated
sites.
Gateway Option 2:
Para. # 3: It is misleading to suggest to the public that a ‘green campus’ ‘high tech hub’ etc. might set up on
Millstream Meadows next to an active quarry. We were informed by the CRD rep at the Stakeholders meeting that
although that is what everyone hopes for it is NOT a likely prospect for this site. Could this suggestion please be
removed?
nd

Para. #4, 2 sentence: It is incorrect to suggest that “all economic potential” of these sites is removed by Option
1, since there remains the current (residential) zoning, and there remains the strong likelihood that economic
nd
incentives for rewilding will emerge over the life of the strip mine. Please delete the 2 sentence of this option.
Voting on Option 1:
To the best of my knowledge at no time in our process has anyone suggested applying Option 1 to Millstream
Industrial Park. Unless anyone feels differently about MIP, I recommend removing that property from the list for
voting.
Voting on Option 2:
Here as well, please remove the suggestion of a green campus, high tech etc. as these potential uses were
dismissed by the CRD real estate rep at the stakeholder meeting.
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